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SILLY POINT!
POINT!……………..Reports on…
MCC vs St Augustines CC - Under 13s
13s
29 October 2011
WELLCOME BACK COACH MIKE…
MIKE……… 194 TIMES!!
The boys were eager to welcome back Coach Mike with a victory over
Saints, but started off badly with Mark losing the toss. Perhaps a good
toss to lose as Mark was not sure what he wanted to do on the wet pitch
and outfield, with more rain predicted midday.
It was good to see that Big Kevin and Bruce Almighty had already set
out the boundary by the time the rest of us arrived, keep it up guys.
And thanks to Bruce for not forgetting the coffee this time.
Saints put us in to field and the boys were ready to fix what broke last
weekend! Once again the tight bowling display by Khanya and Kyle will
pay off in the 5th over when Kyle will get his first wicket caught behind
by Jared. It will however take another 6 overs before the 2nd wicket
falls to Grant, bowling their No.3, who at this stage was forming a nice
partnership in the middle, thanks to great running between the wickets
and some ordinary fielding. 46 for 2 after 11 overs.
The overs leading up to the drinks break will not produce any wickets,
thanks to some clever cricket by Saints and assisted by some, now
strange fielding. With the rain pouring down, and Saints scoring at 6,5
runs in the last 7 overs, it was decided to go to the break and Saints
looking good at 91 for 2 after 18 overs.
I do not know everything that was said during the break by Coach Mike,
but overheard Mike saying that he was going back to Switzerland if the
efforts in the field were not improved. This threat seemed to work, as
only 4,6 runs were scored in the next 9 overs. However, no wickets to
show for this pressure. 135 for 2 after 27 overs.
Six bowlers were used during this time, without any success, and we
needed a breakthrough badly. This was when Captain Mark took matters
into his own hands, and brought himself on to break this partnership!!
Sorry Mark, but here goes…………!
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Part Time Leggie, Mark’s 1st ball was on the money, and we thought
something was going to happen in this over! And something sure did
happen, it went something like this……..
2nd ball dispatched for 4 runs, 3rd ball…too short, batsman connects hard
and high, and cries from the boundary,……”Jason’s ball”, only for Jason
to realize that he is standing on the other side of the boundary rope, out
of play, 6 runs. 3rd ball….too short, 6 runs somewhere over mid wicket.
At this stage I thought that Mark was going for Madiba’s prison
number! 3rd and 4th ball, both wides….., thank goodness, but
unfortunately had to be bowled again. 7th ball, 2 runs and 8th ball, to the
boundary for 4 runs. It was an over that Mark would like to forget in a
hurry, however it could have gone the other way and wickets could have
tumbled. A bold but brave decision anyway! Here are some Lotto numbers
Mark has suggested…… 4 – 6 – 6 – 1 – 1 – 2 – 4!
Another 4 overs will go by without a wicket, until Grant will strike
bowling their destructive batsmen for 35 runs. In the 32nd Kyle will get
the 4th wicket caught Jared. Another great spell from Kyle, 17 – 2 in 7
overs.
St Augustines 190/4 after 35 overs, game on.

With Chaz out the mix due to injury, our top and middle order will have
to dig deep to achieve 5,5 runs to the over to reach 190 and to clinch a
victory! Mark and Grant wasting no time and show their intentions in
the first over by scoring 11 runs from it.
The next six overs will painstakingly only produce 9 runs, thanks to the
ball swinging ferociously and good fielding by Saints. This will also be
Mark’s demise as he is bowled for 7 runs. At this Stage Grant had faced
20 balls with only 3 runs to show for it. (But don’t let this fool you!)
Jared promoted up the order comes in at no.3 with MCC now needing 7.3
runs to the over. Jared will however be bowled for 0 in the same over,
bringing Kyle to the crease with the score on 21 for 2 after 8 overs, and
Grant still stuck at the other end. Kyle, back in form, now looking to
stabilize the innings to avoid a collapse we cannot afford. Kyle sees out
the over and Grant is back on strike. It is around this time that Grant
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seemed to have found his form that has been lacking for weeks and
dispatches a 4 off the next ball and a huge 6, three balls later. Kyle also
finds a much needed boundary, but unfortunately loses his wicket four
balls later and takes the long walk back for 6 runs. 50 for 3 after 13,
fourteen runs behind Saints at the same time.
Jason receives a lummie with the 1st ball which is for sure going to stick
around for a while on his thigh. Grant responds by whacking a four past
the bowler and almost taking Coach Mike’s head off, prompting Mike to
ask for the ball box. Coach Mike now awake, and the game can carry on.
Jason will not contribute to the score, and departs for 0.
Ever reliable Khanya is deservedly promoted up the order to spend some
time at the crease, and to showcase his brilliant cricket strokes that he
has been spoiling us with over the last few weeks. Grant meets Khanya
halfway and together they hatch a plan to occupy the crease, because at
55 for 4 they were flirting with another major collapse, and yours
truly’s blood pressure could not handle another collapse.
During the next 14 overs or so, we witnessed some awesome cricket from
Grant and Khanya. No less than 100 runs were scored during this
period at almost 7,2 runs to the over. Grant, dispatching boundaries at
will, together with a couple of big sixes and Khanya, the stroke maker,
calling well, running good and feeding Grant the strike at the right
times.
During this period Grant will reach his 50 in 57 balls, with 47 of those
runs coming off only 38 balls. With the assistance of Khanya at the
other end, Grant will continue with his destructive innings, and add a
further 32 runs off only 25 balls. Grant’s great innings will come to an
end in the 28th over, to the delight of the Saints players and supporters,
which up until this point have been very quiet! Grant’s 82 runs off 82
balls, included 9 fours and 3 sixes. Grant The Great is Back, and came to
the party when we needed it the most.
There was still a lot of work to do at 155/5 with 7 overs remaining, so
Ollie realized that he cannot waste any balls and must keep the
scoreboard ticking over. Ollie agreed when Khanya told him to rotate the
strike to give Khanya most of the bowling. So to get his eye in, Ollie
did not disappoint with his famous “Jump and Block” on the first ball.
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The second ball however Ollie forgot what Khanya had said and used the
pace of the fast bowler and a great four was the result. Ollie would
then remember and give the strike to Khanya, who will continue to
impress with his textbook shots. Ollie will once again smash his 4th ball
for a four, and two balls later he will hit a “Dennis Hopson” six over the
3rd man boundary to huge applause from the gallery! It was like
Bellville all over again a week ago when Jono was at the crease.
Ollie will score two more valuable runs to contribute 17 runs to an 18
run partnership with Khanya for the 6th wicket. Ollie’s 17 runs coming
off only 12 balls. A valuable and much needed contribution. Still plenty
of work to do when Ethan came in, but a 14 run partnership will follow
before Ethan(1) leaves Khanya at the crease, with 4 runs needed to
clinch a famous victory.
Enter Jono The Brave, and immediately puts in his famous long stride to
nullify the spinners bounce. Second ball,…. 2 runs to huge applause, and
blocks out the rest of the over. Not to disappoint, Khanya drives a
classic shot through mid wicket for four runs, and MCC win by 3 wickets
with 3 balls to spare.
Thank you MCC U13’s for entertaining us so
much, and congratulation on a great victory.
Batsmen of the Day: Grant 82, Khanya 45 not out, Ollie 17
Bowler of the Day: Kyle 2 for 17 in 7 overs (2,43/over)
Notables of The Day:
Ryan pulling a fat in his back attempting to catch a six off Grant!
Ryan arriving with a case of black lemonade during the 18th over.

Now for Cucumber Samies at Redam Constantia, but remember I’m
watching you!!
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